Travel Guidde for Hak
kone (Ver.2)
H
Hakone is located ab
bout 100 k
kilometers southwest of Tokyo..
Fuji--Hakone-Izu
u National park, and is a famou
us sightsee
eing area.

It is in
n the
Because off this

reasoon, it is a bit
b remote from
f
major cities and airports. Since a traavel using public
p
transsportations is not straightforward
d for foreign
n participan
nts, we ask
k you to rea
ad the
follow
wing directiions carefullly for final planning of your trip. It usuallyy takes abou
ut 4-5
hourrs in total from
f
Narita
a to Hakonee, and abou
ut 3-4 hourrs from Han
neda to Ha
akone,
when
n you use pu
ublic transp
portations.

In the reco
ommended routes giveen below, you
u will

noticce many English signs and announ
ncements to
o follow.
W
We will do our best to
o support yyou.

If you
u have any
y questions,, please sen
nd an

e-ma
ail to nro30iinfo@nro.na
ao.ac.jp .

1. Hoow to go too Hakone fr
rom Narita
T
There is no
n direct public
p
transsportation from Narita to Hak
kone.

For your

conveenience, wee operate th
he symposiium bus fro
om Narita to Hakone on Decemb
ber 2.
The departure time will be
b 11:00 am
m for the morning
m
flig
ghts and 1 8:30 pm fo
or the
afterrnoon flightts.
site.

Details including tthe meeting
g place will be announ
nced on our WEB

We recom
mmend you to
t use this ssymposium bus as mucch as possibble.
IIf you arriv
ve on the otther days oor later in the
t evening
g of Decembber 2, pleasse use

publiic transportation from
m Narita to Hakone. The easiest way is on
ne via Shin
njuku.

First, you get on the Narita Express
(NEX)

train

from

Narita

(Terminal 1/2) to Shinjuku.

Airport
It takes

about 1.5 hours, and the fare is JPY
3,110.

NEX requires seat reservation,

but you can readily get it when you
arrive at Narita (we are always doing
so!).

Just go to the ticket booth of JR

with the sign of NEX, and buy the ticket
with seat allocation.

The time table of

NEX can be seen in the following WEB site.

The ticket booth for NEX at Narita Airport

http://jreast-shinkansen-reservation.eki-net.com/pc/english/common/timetable/e_nex_u/
index.html
Be sure to take the NEX train that goes to Shinjuku.
6 of the Shinjuku station.

NEX arrives at the tracks 5 and

You get off the train, and find WEST EXIT (or WEST

CENTRAL EXIT), which is the closest exit to the bus stop to Hakone. The exits are
located on the first basement level, and you have to go up to the aboveground floor for
the bus connection.
Instead of NEX, you can use the airport
limousine from Narita to Shinjuku.

It

takes about 1.5 – 2 hours depending on the
traffic condition, and the fare is JPY 3,000.
You can buy the ticket for the limousine at
the ticket booth in front of the exit of the
customs, by just saying your destination
(Shinjuku).

The time table is given below:

The ticket booth for airport limousine

http://www.limousinebus.co.jp/en/platform_
searches/index/2/212
If you need to stay in Shinjuku for one
night, we recommend you to stay at
Shinjuku

Washington

Hotel,

although

many other choices are available.
http://shinjuku.washington-hotels.jp/
The bus stop for Sinjuku. The bus stop number
depends on the terminal exit. Please confirm it
at the ticket booth.

This hotel proviides a comfo
ortable room
m at the mo
oderate pricce, and is coonvenient in
i the
arita:
accesss from Na

The
e limousinee will stop in front of the hotell.

If you go to

Shinj
njuku Washiington Hote
el, please teell your desstination (Shinjuku Waashington Hotel)
H
at th
he ticket boooth.
A
As the nextt step, you get
g on the
highw
way bus froom Shinjuku
u to
Hakoone.

The time
t
table can be

found
d on the folllowing URL
L:
http:://www.odak
kyu-hakonehighway.
co.jp//common/pd
df/english.p
pdf
The b
bus is available every hour
h
from
7:00 to 13:00, and
a
the farre is JPY
0.
2,100

The buss stop is clo
ose to the

JR Shinjuku sta
ation (WEST
T EXIT or
ST CENTR
RAL EXIT)..
WES

Please

see tthe attacheed map. Again,
A
the
reserrvation is reequired, bu
ut you can u
usually get
on th
he bus with
hout seat reservation,
r
as far as
the b
bus is not fu
ull.

(It is ra
are to be fullly booked.

If neecessary, wee can make
e the reserrvation for
you.)) You shou
uld get off th
he bus at H
Hakone-en,
which is the nea
arest bus sttop to Princce Hakone,
the ssymposium venue.

It takes ab
bout 2.5 –

3.0 h
hours depeending on the
t
traffic condition.
You can walk from the bus stop to Prince

The bu
us stop for Hak
akone (No. 35)
5)

t
minuttes.
Hakoone within three
(Optiion)
Odaw
wara.

Theree are severa
al other wayys to go to Hakone.
H

One is the waay via Toky
yo and

Firsst you get on
o NEX to Tokyo centtral station
n (we call itt just as To
okyo).

NEX
X stops on th
he basemen
nt floor of th
he Tokyo sttation, and so you havee to go up to
t the
concoourse level for changin
ng trains.

T
Then, pleasse find the Tokaido
T
linee (tracks 7 – 10).

You should gett on the lo
ocal train tto Odawara
a.
wara, althou
ugh it is a bit
b expensivve.
Odaw

You can also usee Shinkansen to

In this case, please
e find the trracks for Tokaido

Shin
nkansen, an
nd get on Kodama (n
not Nozom
mi and Hikari) to Od
dawara.

To
T get

Shin
nkansen, you
u have to buy the exprress ticket from
f
Tokyo to Odawaraa at the boo
oth of
the T
Tokyo statiion.

Reserrvation is not requirred for the both casees (Use carrs for

passengers without seat reservation for Shinkansen).
take the local bus to Hakone.

From Odawara, you have to

We do not recommend this option, unless you have any

Japanese colleague traveling together, or you very much like it.
2. How to go to Hakone from Haneda
Again, there is no convenient direct transportation from Haneda to the hotel.
your convenience, we operate the symposium bus on December 2.

For

Since all the

international flights arrive at Haneda in the early morning, the bus departs for Hakone
at 9:00 am.

If you are coming on other days, please use the public transportation.

Although the limousine bus from Handea to Togendai (in Hakone) is available, the
bus does not go to Hakone-en near Prince Hakone.

You have to arrange an additional

transportation from Togendai to Prince Hakone.
http://www.odakyu-hakonehighway.co.jp/common/pdf/english.pdf
So, we recommend the route via Shinjuku, particularly for foreign participants.

Please

take the airport limousine from Haneda to Shinjuku.
http://www.limousinebus.co.jp/en/platform_searches/index/4/214
It usually takes about 1 hour if the traffic is reasonably smooth, and the fare is JPY
1,200.

Alternatively, you can try the Tokyo Monorail to Hamamatsu-cho, or the Keikyu

Line to Shinagawa.

From Hamamatsu-cho and Shinagawa, you take the Yamanote

Line (color coded green) to Shinjuku.

When you arrive at Shinjuku, please find WEST

EXIT (or WEST CENTRAL EXIT), which is the closest to the bus stop for Hakone. The
exits are located on the first basement level, and you have to go up to the aboveground
level for the bus connection.

Then, you can proceed to Hakone by following the

instruction given above.
From Shinagawa, you can take the Tokaido line or the Tokaido Shinkansen
(Kodama) to Odawara.

As noted above, we do not recommend this.

3. From Hakone to Narita and Haneda
We operate the symposium bus from
Hakone to Shinjuku on December 7 (Fri).
The bus departs just after finishing the
symposium.

If your flight is on December

8, we recommend you to stay in Tokyo for
one night.

Shinjuku, Ueno, and Tokyo

areas are convenient for transportation to
Narita.

From Shinjuku or Tokyo, you can

The bus stop for Narita (No. 23)

use the NEX train, whereas you can take Keisei Sky Liner from Ueno. From Shinjuku,
the airport limousine is also available.
On December 8, we have excursions to Nobeyama and NAOJ (Mitaka). The both
tour buses arrive at Shinjuku around 18:00 pm on December 8.
If you go to Narita/Haneda without using the above symposium buses, you should
take the highway bus from Hakone to Shinjuku, and then proceed to Narita/Haneda by
the airport limousines or by NEX.

If your flight from Narita is in the morning, we

strongly recommend you to stay in Tokyo or Narita for the preceding night.
4. Special Arrangements
If you need booking of hotel rooms in Tokyo and/or booking of highway bus seat
from Shinjuku to Hakone, we will arrange it.

Furthermore, we will make our best for

any special requirements of your domestic transportation.

Please do not hesitate to

ask us.
Please enjoy your trip!

Appendix:

Hotel Information

Here is a list of some hotels in Shinjuku and Ueno.

They have an English HP. This is

just for your reference. Many others are available.
1. Shinjuku
http://shinjuku.washington-hotels.jp/

http://shinjukuparkhotel.co.jp/english/index.html
http://www.nikkanren.or.jp/yado2/main/id/27740
2. Ueno

http://www.parkside.co.jp/en/index.html
http://www.gardenhotels.co.jp/eng/ueno/
http://www.kinuyahotel.jp/

